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Sub: - TECHNICAL EDUCATION - Supply of rice under SC/ST/OBC Hostels Scheme- Sanna Biyyam- Issued Instructions Communicated - Reg.


<< 0 >>

While enclosing the copy of reference cited, all the Principals of Government polytechnics with attached hostels are here by instructed to follow the instructions of the Commissioner of Civil Supplies, Hyderabad and intimate same to the hostel warden of their institution. The instructions issued with an idea of making distribution and consumption of Sanna Biyyam to hostels more transparent, accountable and responsible as it is alleged that Doddu Biyyam is being polished and supplied in place of sanna biyyam to a few hostels.

This may be followed scrupulously.

Encl: As above.

Sd/- A. VANI PRASAD
COMMISSIONER

To:

The Principal of Govt. Polytechnics, Concerned.
Copy to RJD(TE), Hyderabad
Copy to Spare/Stock file.

//F.B.O//

Z. N. CHANDRA
SUPERINTENDENT
GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA

Office of the Commissioner of
Civil Supplies, Hyderabad-082

CCS Ref.No.PDS.II(3)/2228/2016


Sub: Civil Supplies - Supply of rice under SC/ST/OBC Hostels Scheme - Sanna Blyyam - Instructions - Reg.

***

All Collectors and Joint Collectors are informed that complaints have been received that in some Hostels, cooked rice is being supplied under SC/ST/OBC Hostels Scheme, which is not really of Sanna Blyyam but from Doddu Blyyam or some other rice, which is not Sanna Blyyam. Though Government has taken every care to ensure that Sanna Blyyam of prescribed standards and varieties viz., BPT 5204, Sonamasuri and Sanna Blyyam alone is supplied to the Hostels, still in some places this malady is seen. Strict enforcement of quality and variety is being ensured at the MLS point to ensure that Sanna Blyyam of prescribed quality and varieties is delivered by the millers. At the same time, it is also necessary that the issues from the MLS point and utilization at the Hostel level is checked so that the children, for whom the scheme of supply of cooked food of Sanna Blyyam is intended, are benefited.

With an idea of making the distribution and consumption of Sanna Blyyam to Hostels more transparent, accountable and responsible, the following instructions are issued. These cover the District welfare Officers concerned/ Mandal level Officers concerned in the districts, since Doddu Blyyam is being polished and supplied in place of Sanna Blyyam; and, it is revealed that this cannot happen without the knowledge of the concerned Hostel Wardens and the Civil Supplies Department officers.

1. Henceforth, Hostel Warden shall certify that the rice delivered after cooking is “Sanna Blyyam”. Once rice is off loaded at the Hostel premises (received by the Hostel Warden), within 24 hours, the Hostel Warden shall get the rice cooked and certify that it is Sanna Blyyam.

2. If, after cooking, it is found that the rice is “Doddu Blyyam” (though by look, it is Sanna Blyyam) the concerned Hostel Warden shall inform the Tahsildar and return the rice within 24 hours. In such cases, action would be taken against the DT (CS), Route Officer and Tahsildar.

3. Once certified by Hostel Warden that the cooked rice, after delivery is of Sanna Blyyam quality, if later, during inspection or based on any complaint it is found that the rice used for cooking is “Doddu Blyyam”, action shall be initiated against the concerned Hostel Warden. It is a case of replacement of Sanna Blyyam with Doddu Blyyam by the Hostel Warden since he has certified after cooking that the rice delivered is Sanna Blyyam earlier.
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4. This shall be done every month, Mandal level Officer concerned shall get the certificate of cooked rice from every Hostel Warden and forward to District Welfare Officers concerned.

5. District Welfare Officer concerned shall certify that only Sanna Biyyam is cooked and given to children for the entire district.

These instructions are necessary in order to ensure that Sanna Biyyam alone is made available to the Hostels under SC/ST/OBC Hostels Scheme. Implementation of these instructions will go a long way in eliminating the tendency on the part of the millers to supply Doddu Biyyam or any other rice in the name of “Sanna Biyyam” and also to eradicate the scope for the Hostel wardens to use Doddu Biyyam under the cover of “Sanna Biyyam”.

All the Collectors are requested to issue similar instructions in their districts. They may ensure that the above instructions are scrupulously followed in the Hostels and the Hostel Wardens and Mandal level officers concerned be made responsible for proper check and submission of the certificate that the rice cooked and made available to the boarders under SC/ST/OBC Hostels Scheme is Sanna Biyyam.

All Joint Collectors are requested to inform the action taken.

Sd/- C.V.Anand  
Commissioner of Civil Supplies

To
All Collectors / Joint Collectors, Telangana State.  
Copy to  
All DCSOs / Managers Civil Supplies Corporation.  
All the Head of the Welfare Departments concerned.

//ATTESTED//  
Deputy Commissioner (NFSA)